POWER MUST BE TURNED “ON” TO PANEL FOR PROGRAMMING.

1) REMOVE CONTROL PANEL FRONT COVER AND FLIP AROUND TO LOCATE A RED PROGRAMMING WIRE INSIDE A CLEAR POUCH ON THE BACKSIDE OF THE COVER.

2) OPEN BACK SIDE OF TRANSMITTER AND LOCATE PROGRAMMING SOCKET IN CENTER. LOCATE PROGRAMMING SOCKET ON RECEIVER BOARD INSIDE PANEL.

3) INSERT ONE END OF PROGRAMMING WIRE INTO TRANSMITTER AND ONE END INTO RECEIVER. LIGHT ON TRANSMITTER SHOULD ILLUMINATE CONTINUOUSLY.

4) SIMULTANEOUSLY PRESS AND HOLD THE UP AND DOWN BUTTONS FOR 2 SECONDS. LIGHT ON TRANSMITTER WILL BLINK AND THEN ILLUMINATE CONTINUOUSLY.

5) DISCONNECT PROGRAMMING WIRE FROM RECEIVER AND TRANSMITTER.

6) PROGRAMMING IS COMPLETE, TEST TRANSMITTER IN EACH DIRECTION.

IF THE REMOTE CONTROL IS NOT FUNCTIONING PROPERLY, PLACE METALLIC OBJECT ACROSS PINS MARKED “CC” AND THEN REPEAT STEPS ABOVE.

IF THE LIGHT ON THE TRANSMITTER BLINKS ONCE PER SECOND, BATTERY LEVEL IS LOW AND NEEDS TO BE REPLACED.

CALL HI-TIDE SALES IF REMOTE CONTROL STILL DOES NOT FUNCTION PROPERLY.